Emmaus Province
Summer School in Jaca. Add and continue for the Global Education Pact.
During the 30th June, 1st and 2nd July, the Emmaus Province is experiencing an intense moment
of training and pedagogical sharing with the Summer School in Jaca. It brings together 250
professionals from our schools to share good practices and resize their educational proposal with
innovative
proposals
within
the
provincial
project
Suma
y
Sigue.
#EscuelaDeVerano2022, #EscuelasQueTransforman.
Suma y Sigue is the educational innovation project with which we want to deepen and advance in
the way we educate and train our students, from the present and for the future, from the Piarist
keys.
The framework we have chosen for this edition could not be other than the Global Education Pact,
an educational alliance whose objective is to unite efforts to carry out a deep, comprehensive and
long-term cultural transformation through education. Pope Francis, the driving force behind this
initiative, insists that educating is an act of hope and all of us who participate in this summer
school know about sowing, watering, exposing to the light and waiting. We also know how to take
care and to put our talent and our heart at the service of our students, especially the most
vulnerable.
The opening day included three presentations:
- The first one was entitled "The school of care in the framework of the global educational village",
a great intervention by Pedro José Huerta, General Secretary of Escuelas Católicas, and the
second one was entitled "The school of care in the framework of the global educational village".
- This second presentation by Pepe Laguna was very suggestive. Care as an educational paradigm
- The third and INSPIRING presentation was given by Nuria Rodríguez Font from Positive
Discipline Lab. The title was: The Global Education Pact or how to prepare our students to be
leaders in the service of others.
The following two days were devoted to a series of workshops and experience panels that
addressed a wide variety of aspects of day-to-day teaching, with special emphasis on those
experiences that concretize the paradigm of care in the reality of the classroom, and those that
are inspired by the Global Education Pact to make our centers true schools that transform reality,
with the focus on the person, the globalized society and our common home. The speakers have
always been educators from our centers of the network of Emmaus Pious Schools.
The conference is completed with a cultural and leisure proposal that contribute to the experience
is also an opportunity to meet and strengthen our ties as the educational network that we are.

